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Dear Mr. Rogers

A major eeommic crisis faces Communist China, as economic conditions
in much of Communist territory get progressively worse instead of better.
Natural disasters, the Kuomintang blockade, civil war devastation and
the confusion of political readjustment are contributing causes, bu
many Communist economic policies, motivated primarily by political
rather than economic considerations, are delaying real recovery and
intensifying the hardships which this crisis imposes on ordinary people.
Food is the dominating problem in the lives of millions of Chinese.

Even in good years China cannot feed her population, and many "little
people" starve. This is a bad year. Before the Ninter is over starvation will probably be widespread throughout many parts of China. The
annual agricultural cycle in North China (to cite one area) began this
Spring with a bad drought. This was followed by pests and hail storms.
Finally, in the Summer, the rains came i a concentrated downpour which
inundated fields and created floods. This concatenation of disasters
has reduced agricultural production in North China to a low level. Some
crops could mot be planted. Others withered on the stalk, were rava6ed
by insects or rotted in flooded fields. In some areas he probable
crop is estimated o be thirty percent, or less, tha of good years.
North China’s normal food imports from abroad have been cu off, no
only by the blockade but as a matter of 6overnmen policy to conserve
foreign exchange for "more vital- imports. The short-run effect of land

redistribution in many places has been a lowering of agricultural ouu,
because farmers are often reluctant to-sow what they may not be able o
reap. Heavy grain requisitions to suppor the Oommunists’ armies of
three to four million men have in many areas not only sripped the
countryside of food surpluses but have eaten into subsistence socks.
BY early Summer reports were reaching Peiping of villages where orders
had been issued to all farmers to conserve their corn cobs te grind
into rouage for mixing with grain. By mid-Summer farmers ere coming
into Peiping from the surrounding countryside to buy grain, and there
were a few days when rickshaw coolies, who often buy their food on a
day-to-day basis, found the shelves of the food shops empty. Food prices
spiraled slowly but surely upward.

The Communists have met these natural disasters with stoicism
and have made concerted attempts to push well-digging, he use of
insecticides, the construction of stronger dykes and the organization
of cooperative action on the part of farmers to alleviate the disasters
end maximize agricultural production. On the other hand, despite the
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critical, and worsenig, conditions they Seemed moe concerned in
respects ith initiating long-run policies than ith concentrating on pressing immediate problems. This ear, or example, the
have carried out an extensive progra o encouraging, b diec
Pressure as ell as b incentives in the form of tax zeductios, he
planting Qf agricultural raw materials such as cotton end peanuts o
increase national sel-suicienc and encourage industrialization.
The Claim that cotton acreage in North China has been increased to
two million acres, which the say is slxt percent moe than last
ear. Because china lacks oreign exchange this polic ould be a
sound one i foodstuff prOduction could simultaneousl be iczeased
to meet domestic needs. To push through such a program in a yeaz o
calamit, hoeve, can onl mean that ood shortages will be moe
serious, and the sezln o ozdSnar citizens zeatez, han otherwise ould be the case. The ood situation in o:th hina has been
alleieted to a limited extent b the transfer o surpluses from other
areas, bt this has been on a smaller scale than it could have been.
Manchurian oodstus, including soa beans, corn, zlee and vegetable
oils, have, in act, been tzede o he Soviet Unlo oz industrial
equipment, moto vehlcles, oll end manuacue sulles, heeb
increasing the overall oed eici.

man

The Communiss, more han any oher group in China, emphasize
the primary importance of economic problems
rehabilitain6 he
ecoaov, increasing production, raising the Standar of living,
ing the grea contrasts in wealth, developing industry, la
territory which they now control, however, they inherite an econom
which had run down during years of war, civil war, inflation and inep
@overnmet control. This le@ecy of economic chaos would have presente
almost insuperable problems to any regime, and he ommunists have
sterte attacking a few of the problems with reat eaergJ. Their
approach in many cases, however, seems to be more basically political
then economic (a distinction the ommunists themselves would probably
eclare invalid, bu one which I think caa be made). They seem o be
more concerned with what kind of economic policies "should" be followed,
and what kin of economy -should" be develope in the long-run, than
with the Immediate short-run effects of their methods.
Primary emphasis in ths whole economic program of the Chinese
Communists at present is on industrialization. Their thinking o
industrial problems is often naive, unrealistic or Utopian, however.
In a major policy speech ellvered on April 12 this year, for example,
Jan Pi-shih, member ofhe party’s Central committee, stated, "If we
only
are to make China entirel independent economically, e mus
work o restore unermlned industry ithin hree o five years, bu
also must work to increase, in accordance ith a plan, the specific
gravity of industr in the national economy from ten percent o thir
or forty percent in a period of en to fifteen years. China mus have
a considerably larger machine manufacturing industry hich. ill produce
large quantiies of machinery, cars and ships needed or the development of inusr, mining and communication enterprises. China mus
achieve a status here her own industry ill be ale to produce
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3airplanes needed oz national defense.
Only then may e say tha China has not only achieved an independent
satus economically but is also in possession o su1clent strength
o proect her on sacred borders that are not to be invaded. Oy
aer industry has been developed, pruction techniques improved
the cost o production 6aduall duced d the output O products
in large quantities de posslble. ill it be possible 6radul tO
proe the living level o the orki class, as ell. as that o the
people, to consolidate the allice between orkers d peasants, d
to rel iest the unction o leaderip b> e cities over
villes d to le down a strong economic oundation or the
transition to Socialism." Other oicial stements have elloed this
same llne. The proposal to ke the chinese economy thirt> to
percent industrial in ten to iteen ears ould be Utopian
ideal conditions der existing conditions it is absurd. The emphasis
on building heav indusr is realistic to the extent hich hear>
indusz can be created a is stage in china’s development i ill
be at great cost o e econo as a hole d to t average conser.
the Coexists are folloi ts line in
The in explanation
their polic, despite the ac that it is "uneconoc," is reveed in
the uotation above. The t to achieve hat-the consider to be
"economic independence" or both political and litary reasons (the
easons also),
onta has emphasized heavy industry or militr
d to la down the -economic oundations or Socially."

ertille pieces, anks and

communist leaders seem to sho little understanding of the
tremendous amount of apital equipmen needed for-exensive industrialization, and no one has revealed where large amounts of capital can
be obtained. It is generally conceded that not much will be forthcoming from the Soviet Union, and the Chinese communists are cutting
themselves off from the major potential sources of aid for China,s
industrial development. They are generally suspicious of close
economic relations with any countries outside of the Soviet bloc, and
although Czechoslovakia and a few other countries might help them,
the prospects for assistance from within the Soviet bloc are slim
best. In Mac Tse-tun’s article on people,s Democrat.i.c Dictatorship,
published on July i, he saed that-he idea ef U.S. and Bzi’tish" ai
is "a childish thought at present." His further statement that, "The
communis parties and progressive paries and grous in these countries
are now werkin o bzin abou business and even o establish dlomatic
relations wih us," was interpreted by some people as a hedge a6ains
he future possibility of aid zom the West, bu he wen on to say
that ’:.. owe belong o he anti-imperialist fzen heaed by he U.S.S.R.,
and we can only look for genuine friendly ai fom that
from the imperialis front." The ommunists have a phobia abou
"Western imperialism- which includes much which would be considere
"normal economic relations" in the West, and as a consequence they are
following policies hich, unless changed, Will isolate them from much
of the international econosy. The whole trend in their thinking seems
to point toward increasin autarky, evea though China is in no position
to attempt extreme -economic independence."
There is a tremendous contrast between the grandiose plans and
the inescapable poverty of the Communist regime. For example, while
leaders talk about buildingheavy industry out o thin air, the North
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China People,s Government. is forced, on a practical level, to carry ou
an economy program in government agencies by encouraging employees o
save paper, make heir own glue an ink, and reduce he use of electric
lights. Faced with the realities of the existing situation, the
ommunists are adapting their approach in a numbs, r of ways. Many of
the major cities in Communist hands are in a desperate position, as a
result of the KUomintang blockade in addition to all the other unfavorable economic factors, and the communists have responded to this with a
policy which .may be one of the greatest "back to the country" movements
in history. They assert, for example, that two million people must
move out of shanghai alone. In mid-July in Peiping, Chou En-lai
pessemistically stated that "the Chinese people must be mentally
prepared for a blockade of ei6h to ten years and must stand this new
test.- Some steps have been taken to move factories out of the coastal
industrial centers to industrial cities in the interior; the COmmuniss
have pointed out that this would place them nearer t sources of raw
materials such as cotton, but haven’t publicly discussed the difficulties
which would arise from the shortage of electric power, skilled labor,
finance capital, and so on, in the interior. Also in uly, Lin Piao
in Central China announced a reversal of policy, and explained the
necessity for taking "steps different from the Northeast and North
China." He said in Central China their emphasis must be on village work
and that, -we must first create and develop the prerequisite conditions
for the cities and afterward directly develop the cities.- Heemphasized,
however, that this "certainly is not in opposition" to the eneral
party line, end that the party, s emphasis was still upon cities and
industrializati0"n. Despite adjustments, therefore, .the basic policy
line has not chan@ed.

The general economic program of Chinese Communism for the present
historical period Is included in the theory of"New Democracy. Certain
negstive goals are set up: the elimination of "feudalism- in agrarian
China, "bureaucratic capitalism" in urban Chine, and -Western imperialism- and "compradore capitalism" in China’s economic foreign relations.
These goals involve policies of land redistributio:t and confiscation
of bureaucratic capital.- Aecordin to the Communists the national
economy, during an extended transitional period "between ’semi-feudalism’
and ’semi-coloniallsm’ and ultimate Socialism," is to be composed of
three elements: government enterprise, cooperative enterprise, and
private enterprise. This economic program is expressed in many slogans
such as -benefits to both-public and private industry" and -consider the
interests of both labor and capital."

Formulae of this sort are generally accepted by Chinese (except,

course, for vested interests which oppose any change which might
harm their position), and few people oppose the idea of land reform,
of

the elimination of huge monopolies dominated by Kuomintang officials
which have squeezed smaller private enterprises into a difficult
position, or the direct participation of government in utilities,
transport, mining and heavy industry. Socialization in these fields is
in line with the thinking of most chinese. The-implementation of these
formulae is a different matter, however. There are wide differences
of opinion among non-Communists as to the methods which should be used
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and the lelds in which the government should operate at this stage.
COmmUniSts are now ollowing are not
only arousing resentment but are compoundln the conuslon which
already exists in the economic scene, particularly in urban areas.

Many speci1c policies which the

The Communists, in areas which come under their control, immediately take over all -bureaucratic capital." This is merely a transfer of
control from the Kuomintan, andofficials closely ied to its re&ime,
to the bureaux of the ne reims. The Communists are not confinln
the field of their onershlp and control to large-scale enterprises,
however. Although they affirm the principle of private enterprise in
otherfields they are themselves becomin well-entrenched in all
industrial fields, including light consumer goods and processing
industries. Economic and financial difficulties in the remainin
private industries have multiplied in the process of economic transition
from the old to the new regime. As a result many have been forced into
a position of dependence on government aid, and government controls and
supervision relating to production, prices, waes and profits are
i nc re asi ng ste ad ily.

Government monopolies have be en se t up in many fields, and
government control of raw materials reduces the independence of private

entrepreneurs. Price competition by overnment industries and agencies
puts private business men and producers in a difficult position, even
when the government is concerned with price stabilization rather than
eliminatin priYate competition. The government is also extendin@

its direct operations into the retail field. LarKe overnment-run
food and department stores and government-supervised cooperatives
are beginning to play a significant role in the realm of small business.
This is Particularly the case in Manchuria but is also 6rowin6 elsewhere.

Large government trading companies, organized on a regional
basis, are taking over an increasingly large share of domestic trade.
These companies buy food and raw materials in the country and manufactured goods in the cities and exchange them on a barer basis. Trade
between the major geographical reions in the country is radually
coming more and more under the monopolistic control of bureaucratic
organizations of this sort. In a recent barter arrangement o cite
one example, the NOrth China Trading Company exchanged cloth, yarn,
kerosene, gasoline, caustic soda and lass for cotton, peanut oil and
tobacco from the Central China Tradin@ Company. Similar iter-reional
barter arrangements are being made all the time between sate trading
organizations.

The Chinese communists are hard-working, remarkably incorrupt and
adaptable im learnin many of the details of runnln economic organizations. They have also taken over technical personnel from the old
regime. But they lack the qualified personnel to take over so much
of the economy rapidly and manage it efficiently. As a result they
have made innumerable mistakes and blunders. There are also inherent
difficulties in a situation where overnment ad private enterprises
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are in competition, with each other which are difficul o solve under
any circustances. In simple terms perhaps the greatest difficulty is
how to develop government enterprise without stiflin prlvae emte’rprise,
Another difficulty is how to fit overnment plannin and private
industry to,ether ia any workable scheme. The Communists are neophytes
in the field of economic management, and the met effect of mch of
they are doin is to seriously se back that portion of.he economy
which is not in their hands- which, of course, still includes the vas
majority of small producers and traders. In China, because industrialization is still in its infancy, the cycle of bust or boom is not so
evident as in industrialized nations. When he .economy is in a
way it doesn, t fall apart Completely; it simply slows down and creaks
and groans more than usual. This is what is happening in urbam centers
in Communist China.

In the field of labor organization an labor-management relations
he Communists are attempting to develop a subsidiary political eapon
te ive indirect support to the implementation of econoc policies.
They hope eventually to have Stro unions under centralized Co--mist
direction includi a indtrial laborers. In industries where they
have already been organized such unions exert considerable pressure on
manaent. Pressure for increased waeS has, in fact, added to the
difficulties of hard-pressed private entrepreneurs, eve thoh the
Counists, psent attitude is tt labor must subordinate its selfinterest to the national welfare and concentrate on inoasi produ0ion
rather han raisi wes. "Factory maement coW,tees" repsenti
both labor and nent have en set up in 6overnn-z enterprises,
but so far haven, been introduced eensively into private industry;
in the overent lactoses here ey no es the goveren-appoine,
factory manager has he veto power in i ecisions.
The difficulties under which private industry and trade are
operatin are added to by he Communists’ ax policies and legal
practices. Private enterprises are subject to a nber of heavy aXes,
d e rates e not oy variable and predictable, bu often
retroactive taxes are levied for pas periods with litie reference
o inco dari those periods. The practical effec of e axes
many instates is to force businesses out of oratiom. To cite
extme eple of irresponsible taxatioa, a foreign business
in
Tients carrie ou an import-export eal for a goverent emcy for
a two percent cohesion. Almost ediately afteard he as ueste
o p a two percent tax on his gross (not net) operations duri
the
period in hich this transaction was the only one he had de. As a
reset his entire profit was taxed aay, and since he haa incurd
certain chares which didn’t apar on his bks until later he was left
width a net loss and a bitter taste in his mouth. This sort of t is
not c oine to foreigners, however. A inese woolen goods manacturer,
for example, discovered that after pi the pce for raw wool from
the onist ency which s e oy place he cod t it, payin
his laborers hiher wes which the C0mmst.led union insisted on,
and payi the taxes which te Commst governt imposed, he as
eected t’o sell his product to a Coist trai co at a price

which would no Cover costs. The fluid legal .situeion also introduces
a large elemen of insecurity into private enterprise. The commuuiss
have abolished previous laws, bu new laws have noZ ye been drawn up
in many cases. Socalled "people,s courts" are he final authority in
all disputes, and heir decisions are sometimes fair and sometimes
arbi

rar.

Continuing price inflation and money depreciation would make
economic revival difficult under the be:st of conditions, even though
in many respects the Communists have shown themselves more intellient
and ingenious than the Kuomintan in financial and fiscal policies.
The communists have tried,with limited success, .o slow inflation by
tyin ees to basic @rains such as millet. They have instituted bank
deposits in @rain end cloth equivalents to reduce the depreciation of
savin@s. They have maintained an official foreign exchange rate hich
is closer to the real values than previously was the case. And, of
course, the restoration of connections betwe, en the cities and their
agricultural hinterland has facilitate d the interchange of commodities
and improved the .situation somewhat. But inflation continues, even if
at a slightly slower rate then previously, because the Communists still
rely on printing presses to produce unbacked currency, and because
commodities, includi food, are still in short supply. To the extent
that the econom is on a "millet standard" inflation is retarded, but
to the extent that it is still a money economy inflation continues
unchecked. One measure of this inflation is the fact that between
February and August the local currency value of the U.S. dollar in
peSpin6 increased from 600 to S,700, even thou@h the commodity
purchesi value of the U.S. dollar decreased durin@ the same period.
BY uly the local currency prices of basic commodities were almost
doubling every two weeks. Between July 15 and uly 50, for example,
the price of millet, which is the staple food for poor people in much
of North China, increased from $150 to $.0 per catty (a catty is
slightly more then a pound) in Peiping.

In foreign rade even more than in domestic industry the
comm..uniss are instituti government monopolization, and they seem to
e aiming at a general system of state trading. The rade regulations
for North China issued in March put foreign trade on a barter basis
under governmen supervision. These regulations although still on
he books, have @radually been modified in practice, end the trend
has been away Trom barter, because the governmen has tried to regulate
profits end has found that it is possible for traders to conceal considerable profits abroad under a barter system. A the same time
there has been his endecy away from barter, however, the 6overnmen
has 6one into the import-export business itself to an increasin
extent. In Tientsin, major port of North China, for example, he
gove rnmen has no. only established a legal monopoly of he pig bristle
trade, which formerly made up roughly sixty pe rcent o f Tientsin’ s
such as buyir export goods
exports, but by various indirec me,hods
a high prices at he source of supply- it is getin an actual
monopoly of most oher important commodities as well. Many private
reders are bein@ forced out of business or compelle o work for he
@overnment on a commission basis for reKulated profits which are hardly
worth botherin about.

The volue o overall trade has dropped very low.. One reason
for this is the Kuomintan blockade which even in Tientsin, where
the effect is much less than in Shanghai, has stopped a reat deal of
trade, particularly coastal trade. Another reason is the Co,nunists,
ignorance of international trading methods. The most important reason,
however, seems to be the Conunists’ apparent willingness to let trade
slump while they establish political control over it to the aximu
extent possible under existi conditions. They are accuulatin large
stocks of export oods which they probably will try to sell on their
terms at a future date. The Conunists are not unwillin to ake a
few modifications in their policies to encourage trade
for example
in North China they have abolished export taxes after widespread
objections
but they seem o be wllli:@ to sacrifice a good deal to
achieve government control over trade.

In a few economic fields, the Couniss, despite all difficulties,
have recently ade great achlevesnts and strides toward reoonsruction.
perhaPS their outst.andin success has been in restori railay
conunicatlon. Their success in a few fields, however, and even their
ararian reform, cannot hide heir overall failure t0-date to et the
territory Under their control on the road to economic revival.
be

If the Communists could talk themselves to prosperity they would
havin a boom. They use every conceivable psychological weapon to

spur -production drives" .- factory competitions, awas for "labor
heroes,- secil praise for "model worers, " and so on. These methOds
seem to have a certain amount of success, but ey are ot enoch o
overco major difficies or solve basic problem.
The COmmunists, although not following policies of flagrant
ways
discrimination aainst foreign enterprise, have show in
that they are interested in maintainin only those foreign business and
trade establishments which they cannOt do without. As a roup the
foreiu businessmen in places such as Tientsin are the most discouraged
of all private entrepreneurs. Most of those who still "reain are
hangin on.at a loss, and they are not optimistic about the future.
The majority seem to feel that they will ultimately be forced out
although a few Bitish firms, particularly shipping companies, are
notable, exceptions.

Theoverall effect of Conunist policies is that overnent
control is being extended at a rate which sees faster than that
contemplated in the theory of -New Democracy.
BY pushin lon-ran@e
policies with politico-economic objectives, furthermore, the Conists
are tendin to ignore, or to actually complicate, critical short-range
ecooIc problems. The econonV which the Conuists took over was in
bad shape, bu there is reat disappointment aon the public, over the.
fact that revival has not yet taken place and economic deterioatlon
continues. The situation is bedoir ore and ore difficult for
ecooo
private enterprise, and the coIn year will be one of
hardships for the co,non people in nnach of Conunist China.
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If the Communists are not able to make progresS-toward economic
improvement and stability in the future, this fact will evenually
have political repercussions. Unorganized popular unrest and discontent
pressures increase. Although at
usually grow in China as
present the is no focus for this sort of discontent to form an
it might develop if econoc deterioration goes on.
osition,
economic
actionalism within the party o the basis of isreement
policy might also develop under those circstances. Furthermore, local
centers of sistance to e Couniss, if they continue in existence,
would e on a significce wch few hve a present, if the Oonists
we internall weakened by heir inabilit to improve he economic
sition in eir tertory. The effect on he Couniss thyselves
of continuin@ economic decline could take a one of several forms.
The Coexists t modify heir policies der public pressure. On
the oher hand they mit institute titer political controls to force
their policies throh. If ey continue tir presen line advocati
rapid industrialization with a mini of foreign assistance, political
controls would st inevitably tighten. Such a policy, furthermo,
would have to be paid for maiy by Cha’s peasants, and the ent i
character of t Cnese Counis Party, and its position in t
country, ht chen6e. The Counists ve not been in por lo
enoch, however, to prove or sprove their ability to carry out the
economic policies which they a now followi. It is oy possible
to wait d see.
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Sincerely

yourS,

A. Dock Barnett

Received New York
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